


       1  2  3  4  5  6
      _________________
  1  |__|__|__|__|__|__|      <--- How each "sector" looks.
  2  |__|__|__|__|__|__|      
  3  |__|__|__|__|__|__|      
  4  |__|__|__|__|__|__| 
  5  |__|__|__|__|__|__| 
  6  |__|__|__|__|__|__| 

For macro-organization of the world, squares of 6 sectors by 6
sectors (a total of 36 sectors) are called supersectors.

When generating a campaign map, first fill in sea coasts,
radioactive deserts, mountain, and ancient metropolis sectors.
Then roll on the following random tables to determine the general
contents of each sector:

ROLL FOR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS:

% dice    Roads or Water      
--------------------------
01-10     No Road or Water
11-15     Ancient Road
16-20     Underground Ancient Road      
21-60     River/Stream        
60-65     Subway System
65-79     Marsh
80-84     Poisonous Marsh (roll 3d6 for Poison intensity)
85-95     Road & Stream
96-00     Road & Marsh

THEN ROLL FOR THE DIRECTION THE WATER FLOWS OR THE ROAD RUNS:

1d4       Direction
-------------------------
1         N-S or S-N
2         E-W or W-E
3         NW-SE or SE-NW
4         NE-SW or SW-NE

NOTE:  The roads and streams must link up with adjacent sectors
at one point or another, so feel free to fudge when you like. 
Also, a sector with a Marsh may have a stream flowing through
that Marsh, linking it up with the main waterways.  If it does,
the Marsh should not generally be poisoned.

NOW ROLL FOR ANCIENT RUINS:

% dice    Typical Ruins
------------------------------------------
01-15     No Ruins
16-45     1 Ancient Village
46-65     2 Ancient Villages
66-80     1 Ancient Town
81-00     1 Ancient Village, 1 Ancient Town
95-00     1 Ancient City (10% chance it was nuked.  If so, roll
          3d6 for Radiation Intensity).  There may remain some
          undiscovered caches of ancient knowledge.  The GM may
          rule that these have been discovered and put to use by
          the local inhabitants, but this should be infrequent. 
          Roll for the types of ruins below:

          % dice    Building
          -----------------------------------------
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          01-50     Nothing
          51-55     Government Records Building:  75% of these
                    will still be protected by security robots.
          56-70     Library:  40% of these will still be staffed
                    by Librarian robots.
          71-75     Museum:  80% of these will have an automated
                    pedwalk tour system, with "stop," "go," and
                    "explain" commands operating (no robots
                    though).
          76-80     Nuclear Powerplant:  80% of these will still
                    have Mechanic Robots repairing and operating
                    the structure.
          81-90     Broadcast Station:  Any found will still have
                    an independently operating power system in
                    the basement.
          91-00     Medical Research Building:  25% of these will
                    have Security Robots operating.  There is
                    also a 25% chance of finding cryogenic
                    chambers, with 1d6 humans still alive within
                    them.

Each Ancient Village and Town will be heavily pillaged, and will
only be helpful in terms of sheltering structures that are sturdy
enough to protect the party at night.  Ancient Cities, if not
radioactive, will usually shelter a large community of some type
(See INHABITANTS TABLE below).  Ancient Metropolises should be
placed by hand, say one every 100 sectors.

NOW ROLL ONCE ON THE FOLLOWING CHART TO SEE IF THERE ARE ANY
SPECIAL RUINS IN THIS SECTOR:

% dice    Special Ruins (SEE:  Gamma World Rules, pp. 5-6)
-----------------------------------------------------------
01-65     None

66-75     Mechland
               01-25     Ruined
               26-00     Operating:  At least 3d6 maintenance
                         bots, 2d6 security bots, and 40+3d10
                         dumb farming bots.

76-80     Fortification
               01-50     Depowered
               51-85     Powered:  security bots & security
                         systems of varying degrees of
                         sophistication; but all automated. 
                         Maybe 1-4 attack borgs.
               86-00     Manned:  security bots, security
                         systems, as well as active human guards
                         (possibly Restorationists) who will
                         coordinate the resources of the base
                         against intruders.

81-85     Military Base
               01-25     Sacked
               26-46     Airbase:  2-20 maintenance bots, 1-10
                         security bots, 1-2 attack borgs, and
                         possibly a PSH or MH community in
                         control of it.  Aircraft will vary in
                         condition, but some may be flightworthy. 
                         However, stores of fuel are seriously
                         depleted and access to an oil refinery
                         should be the next step on the agenda.
               47-00     Depot:  The Jackpot!  A storehouse of
                         weapons and equipment, useful to every
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                         would-be conqueror.  The only problem is
                         the 2-20 security bots, 1-4 attack
                         borgs, and the sophisticated security
                         system still operating.  If captured, a
                         depot makes a perfect base of
                         operations.

85-86     Prison (now empty)

87-93     Research Stations:  most with 1-10 maintenence bots and
          usually with a security system still operating.  
               01-20     Chemical:  make some explosives?
               21-35     Meteorological:  linkup with satellite?
               41-70     Technological:  lots of goodies.
               70-90     Biological:  watch out for killer germs.
               91-00     Nuclear:  weapons and power.  

94-99     Geological Plant (Oil, Mines, etc.):  Oil refineries
          and mines are essential to technological governments of
          all types and they will often be heavily guarded by the
          inhabitants of the sector.

00        Spaceport.  Always surrounded by a wide radioactive
          desert.

NOW LOCATE THE RUINS YOU HAVE GENERATED FOR THE SECTOR:

Since each sector is 6x6, you can simply roll 1d6 for both x and
y coordinates.  Place ancient villages, towns, and other special
ruins in this way, and then go on to generate the inhabitants of
the area.  Place the inhabitants wherever they make the most
sense (PSH near ruins, MH near radiation, MA away from ruins).

            1  2  3  4  5  6
           _________________
       1  |__|__|__|__|__|__|
       2  |__|__|__|__|__|__|      
       3  |__|__|__|__|__|__|
       4  |__|__|__|__|__|__|
       5  |__|__|__|__|__|__|
       6  |__|__|__|__|__|__|

ROLL 1D6 TO SEE IF THE SECTOR IS INHABITED:

1-2  Inhabited (roll below)
3-6  Uninhabited

INHABITANTS OF THE SECTOR:  

01-34 Group of Mutated Animals
35-84 Tribe/Village of Mutated Humanoids
85-95 Village of Pure Strain Humans
95-00 City if Mechland or Ancient City present, otherwise a
      village of PSH.  If a City is present, roll on the
      following table to see who controls it:

      01-15  Mutated Animals
      16-70  Mutated Humanoids (Hopeless mutations of all types
             can be found begging in the streets)
      71-00  Pure Strain Humans

      Cities based on Mechlands will usually include a PSH
      population to deal with the robots of the Mechland.  Note
      that these cities are not possible in an areas controlled
      by the Iron Society, the Friends of Entropy, the Seekers,
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      Zoopremists.  The most successful cities are controlled by
      the Brotherhood of Thought, Followers of the Voice,
      Healers, and especially the Restorationists.  Areas where
      the Knights of Genetic Purity may have such settlements,
      but in this case the mutants will be enslaved and neutered. 
      Similarly, areas where the Ranks of the Fit rule
      occasionally form cities, but if they are based around a
      Mechland, they must still use PSH slaves to control the
      robots.

Village of Pure Strain Humans:
   Will be located around any ancient ruins in the area.  Roll on
   the first percentile column if you want homogenous settlements
   (all one group) or use the second percentile breakdown if you
   have heterogenous groups competing (SS marks the secret
   societies).  Note that the latter idea means that control will
   be split between the Knights of Genetic Purity, the Seekers
   and the Restorationists.

      01-05  Archivists (SS)                  5%  
      06-13  Brotherhood of Thought           8%
      14-14  The Created (Androids only) (SS) 2%
      15-18  Followers of the Voice (SS)      5%
      19-26  Healers                          8%
      27-48  Knights of Genetic Purity       22%
      49-53  Ranks of the Fit (SS)            5%
      54-76  Restorationists                 25%
      77-00  Seekers                         20%

Tribe of Mutated Humanoids: 
   50% of the time will be located around the ancient ruins in
   the area.  Use the following chart in the same way as the PSH
   chart.

      01-05  Archivists (SS)                  5%
      06-10  Brotherhood of Thought           5%
      11-12  Followers of the Voice (SS)      2%
      13-25  Friends of Entropy (SS)          3%
      26-30  Healers                          5%
      31-50  Iron Society                    20%
      51-55  Radioactivists                   5%
      56-70  Restorationists                 25%
      71-00  Seekers                         30%

Herd/Group of Mutated Animals:
   Will generally avoid ancient ruins, but will often have
   alliances with Intelligent Forests (See Below).

      01-20  None                            20%
      21-22  Followers of the Voice (SS)      2%
      23-27  Healers                          5%
      28-58  Iron Society                    30%
      59-63  Radioactivists                   5%
      64-73  Ranks of the Fit                10%
      74-96  Seekers                         23%
      97-00  Zoopremists (SS)                 5%

Forest of Intelligent Mutated Plants
   Although the later versions of Gamma World allowed plants to
   join Cryptic Alliances, I never liked this.  In my campaign,
   the Plants remain the dangerous and mysterious counterpart to
   Technology.  Mutant Forests refrain from genocide of Mutated
   Animals, but God help the poor PSH or MH who wanders into
   these jungles of terror.  FORESTS DO NOT NEED TO BE ROLLED AS
   SECTOR INHABITANTS.  EVERY SECTOR HAS SOME MUTATED PLANT LIFE,
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   EVEN THOUGH ONLY ABOUT ONE THIRD WILL HAVE AN INTELLIGENT
   FOREST.

SIZE OF SETTLEMENT:

   Roll 1d6 and multiply it by 1d100.  This will give the
   population of most villages or tribes.  Sectors with an
   operating Mechland and good transportation will sometimes have
   a city of 1d6 x 1d100 x 1d10 x 10.  

A SAMPLE SECTOR:

          1      2     3      4      5      6
       _________________________________________
      |      |      |      |      |     W|      |
   1  |      |      |      |      |    W |      |
      |______|______|______|______|_____W|______|
      |      |      |      |      |    W |      |
   2  |      |      |      |      |   W  |      |
      |______|______|______|______|__W___|______|
      |      |      |      |      | W    |      |
   3  |      |      |  AV  |      |W     |      |
      |______|______|______|_____W|______|______|
      |      |      |      |     W|      |      |
   4  |      |      |      |    W |      |      |
      |______|______|__WWW_|___W__|______|______|
      | WWW  |      | W   W|WWW   |      |      |
   5  |W   WW|W  AT | W V  | W    |      |      |
      |______|_W____|W_____|_W____|______|______|
      |      |  W  W|      | W    |      |      |
   6  |      |  WWW |      | W    |      |      |
      |______|______|______|_W____|______|______|

AT =  Ancient Town
AV =  Ancient Village
V  =  Kelph [pop. 189]

      A tribe settlement of MHs, mostly Seekers.  They have
      little organized government, but mainly rest on clan
      structure.  They are wary of outsiders, but the clans are
      well-organized and well-equipped.  The warriors of the
      tribe are from the Dickson Clan, and all have at least 4
      arms and are trained to use a Two-handed Sword and two
      Medium Shields at the same time.

W  =  Stream running to the south, one branch exiting on south
      border; one branch exiting to the west.

BLANK SECTOR SHEET (CUT, EDIT, AND SEND):

The sector you submit should either be a populated sector (detail
leader, hostility, government type, population, alliance, etc.)
or a treasure sector (an adventurer spot:  detail treasure,
location, guardians, etc.).

          1      2     3      4      5      6
       _________________________________________
      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
   1  |      |      |      |      |      |      |
      |______|______|______|______|______|______|
      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
   2  |      |      |      |      |      |      |
      |______|______|______|______|______|______|
      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
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   3  |      |      |      |      |      |      |
      |______|______|______|______|______|______|
      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
   4  |      |      |      |      |      |      |
      |______|______|______|______|______|______|
      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
   5  |      |      |      |      |      |      |
      |______|______|______|______|______|______|
      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
   6  |      |      |      |      |      |      |
      |______|______|______|______|______|______|

A  =  Airbase
AC =  Ancient City (list condition)
AT =  Ancient Town
AV =  Ancient Village
BR =  Biological Research Station
C  =  Square contaminated with radiation
CR =  Chemical Research StationRadiation
CR =  Chemical Research Staton
DF =  Depowered Fortification
H  =  Herd (MA settlement)
M  =  Mechland (list condition)
MF =  Manned Fortification
MI =  Mine (list type)
MR =  Meteorological Research Station
OR =  Oil Refinery
P  =  Ancient Prison
PF =  Powered Fortification
R  =  Ancient Roadway
S  =  Spaceport
TR =  Techno Research Station
V  =  Village/Settlement
W  =  Water of all types (lakes, rivers, streams, marsh, etc.)
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